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Foreword
Maharashtra has a long coastline of 720 km with a variety of habitats
such as creeks, mangrove forest, mudflats, different types of shores
- rocky & serene sandy, patchy coral reefs and open ocean. These
unique habitats are different in their own ways and harbour rich
biodiversity including many globally threatened species, ranging
from a single-cell organism to the largest fish Whale Shark and
largest mammal of all, the Blue Whale.
Maharashtra is a pioneer state for establishing a dedicated wing named
‘Mangrove Cell’ and an autonomous body ‘Mangrove Foundation’
for the conservation, protection and awareness about mangroves,
coastal and marine ecosystem. The concept of this book designed by
Ms. Katie Bagli will help in rooting the seeds of conservation not only
in the youth but also among people of all ages. This book ‘Ishaan’s
Treasures’ beautifully describes the journey of Ishaan imbibing the
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knowledge of several marine creatures with the support of one of the
passionate marine biologists Mr. Abhijeet (Nature Uncle) whom he
met along the beach side, which changed the entire perspective of
his life. Ishaan not only became a marine enthusiast but also helped
in generating awareness about marine diversity which otherwise is
left unnoticed. It is also an eye-opener for people living in the cities
to understand the existence of myriads of beautiful creatures in their
neighbourhood.
This storybook is an interesting compilation of coastal, marine and
mangrove biodiversity. I sincerely wish this book will be cherished
by many people and will serve as a treasure chest for children and
nature enthusiasts of all hues inspiring them to explore the enthralling
environment along with the coastal belts.

Virendra Tiwari

Executive Director, Mangrove Foundation
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Message
‘Ishaan’s Treasures’ narrates the interaction of a little boy with small
marine creatures and mangroves seen around him in a fascinating
way. This book relies heavily on the intangible value of the marine
world in human life. Although it primarily focuses on children, I am
sure that the people in all age groups would find it equally enjoyable
and informative.
The author has depicted interesting information about mangroves and
intertidal biodiversity in the most truthful way, which is otherwise
believed to be largely unknown field to common man.
I congratulate Ms Katie Bagli for this delightful piece of work on
lesser-known marine creatures seen around us and wish that it will
change our perception towards the conservation of Mangrove and
Marine Biodiversity in future.

Neenu Somaraj

Joint Director
Mangrove Foundation
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A New Home

I

shaan had never in his young life of ten years seen a place as
impressive as this – a beach. The soothing sound of the sea,
sometimes mere whisperings, somtimes loud roars, in rhythm to its
dancing, frothy waves, thrilled him immensely. He found it great fun
to let his feet sink into the soft sand as he walked. He liked to trace
his fingers around his own footprints or around the strange patterns
drawn by the receding waves in the wet sand. This very busy city
- Mumbai - that he and his father had migrated to, was so different
from the home they had left behind in the countryside. There were
so many people walking about everywhere, one could never feel
lonely here.
Just a stone’s throw away from this beach which was called Juhu
Beach, was the single tiny room his father Ramu had managed
to rent. Two weeks ago, on a sudden impulse, Ramu had decided
that he would sell off his shack and the small field he owned in
the countryside. The field had turned unproductive anyway. Nothing
8 I Ishaan’s Treasures
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grew on his land and there was always the problem of water. The
wells had turned dry and the rain was scanty. So it was that he decided
that they would move over to a big city like Mumbai where he was
sure he would find a job that would fetch a regular salary. Luckily, he
didn’t have to hunt for long. He managed to get a job as a waiter in
a tea café. His duty began at daybreak and ended late in the evening.
While his father worked all day in the café, Ishaan was left to himself.
Ramu had not bothered to send his son to a school in Mumbai – not
yet. With the salary he earned he could not afford the fees. Maybe he
would send him, once he had saved enough. So, the young boy spent
his time at the beach that intrigued him so much.
He often came across strange things buried in the sand here, the
lost property of the people who visited the beach: a child’s sandal,
a beach ball, even valuable things like a ring, a silver payal that is
worn around the ankles, some coins and very often, half-consumed
packets of munchies which he enjoyed finishing off like a scavenger.
But there were other treasures too, the likes of which he had never
seen before and knew nothing about. He valued these the most. They
were the treasures of the sea coast.
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The Hermit Crab’s Story

O

ne afternoon just a week after they had shifted to Juhu, Ishaan
was amazed to see two crabs crawling about his feet. He had seen
land crabs around his countryside home but these were very different.
The lower half of their body seemed to be naked, without a shell
covering. They were skittering about, as if looking for something.
And then they both stopped next to an abandoned cone-shaped shell.
Ishaan’s eyes popped out of their sockets with amazement when
the crabs got into a claw to claw fight, each of them wanting to
take possession of the shell. Finally, the stronger crab tossed the
weaker one away and pushed the shell-less half of its body into the
cone shell, as if it were putting on a pair of trousers. Looking very
victorious, it proudly strutted away, moving sideways, as is the way
crabs normally do.
“Isn’t that most fascinating?” said a deep voice behind Ishaan,
making him jump with a start. He turned around to see who it was.
A man with a mop of black hair reaching his shoulders, a grizzly
Ishaan’s Treasures I 11
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black moustache and an equally grizzly black beard, peering at him
short-sightedly through a pair of spectacles with very thick lenses.
Ishaan was at first intimidated by this gruff looking man. But then
he introduced himself in rather a friendly manner, putting the boy’s
fears to rest.
“Hello, I am Abhijeet,” he told Ishaan. “My job is to study all kinds
of creatures, big and small and write about them in science journals.
I also take marine walks to reveal the treasures of the sea to people.
They call me Nature Uncle. I have been seeing you come here to the
beach every day. Don’t you go to school?”
Ishaan felt embarrassed to tell him the reason. “Never mind,” said his
new friend, Nature Uncle. “You can join me here every day. There
are very many fascinating marine creatures along this sea coast. I
shall teach you all about them.”
“But-but, I’m afraid Baba does not have enough money to pay you,”
said Ishaan. Nature Uncle simply laughed. “I will teach you for free,”
he said. “In fact, if you learn well, you too can assist me during my
marine walks. I can pay you a small stipend.”
Ishaan couldn’t believe his ears. He would be getting to learn about
the interesting sea treasures and also be paid! His heart raced extraIshaan’s Treasures I 13

fast, going boom-boody-boom. He could hardly wait till evening to
tell his father the good news.
“Now that crab you were looking at,” said Nature Uncle, breaking
into Ishaan’s reverie, “is called Hermit Crab. Hermit Crabs, for some
reason, do not have a shell protecting the lower half of their body.”
“Oh, so that is why those two Herrmeet Crabs were having a
wrestling match right now,” Ishaan articulated with his rural accent,
as realisation dawned. “Each of them wanting to grab the empty shell
and wear it as an armour for the lower half of their body. But what
about the Herrmeet Crab who did not get the shell? Should I go find
one for it?”
Without waiting for Abhijeet to answer, Ishaan, bursting with
enthusiasm, ran off towards some rocks where he had seen a pile
of shells next to a sand castle made by a child the previous day. He
carried them back in his shirt and laid them next to the Hermit Crab
who was still fumbling about.
“So many shells for it to choose from,” remarked Nature Uncle,
smiling from ear to ear. The two of them, both equally intrigued,
watched the crab trying out the various shells. After a lot of tries and
rejecting many as they were not of the right size, their hero found
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the right shell. A pale pink turban-shaped one that gave it a snug
fit. Satisfied at having accomplished this marathon task, it skittered
towards a pool among the rocks.
“It is lunch time now for our hero,” said Nature Uncle. “After all the
hard work to acquire a new shell, it must be hungry. It will probably
pick out tiny fish and algae from the water.”
As luck would have it, before the Hermit Crab could look for his
food in the pool, there came along a squid, waving its tentacles
menacingly.
“Uh-oh!” exclaimed Nature Uncle. “That’s a squid. The squid may
eat up the crab.” The squid, though only about an inch in length, had
enormous eyes that were staring directly at its prey. Moreover, it had
the advantage of being able to change its colour and body markings
to camouflage perfectly with its surroundings. That would succeed
in making its prey oblivious of its presence. But luck was on the
Hermit Crab’s side. The latter had already seen the squid even before
it could carry out its special hunting tactics. It managed very easily
to avoid its enemy by simply retracting into its shell and completely
concealing itself. Very gingerly, the crab, now appearing like a shell
with four crabby legs, stepped out of the water, to seek another safer
pool where it could find food but no enemies.
Ishaan’s Treasures I 15

Ishaan and Nature Uncle had their eyes glued on their hero as it
proudly made its way across the wet sand with its newly acquired
shell. But there was another surprise in store for Ishaan as well
as Nature Uncle. Something red in colour, looking like a flower,
popped out of the sand. “Eh? What’s that?” Ishaan asked his
Nature guru.
“Aha!” exclaimed Abhijeet, his face turning tomato-red with
excitement. “What looks like a flower is actually another animal. It
is a Sea Anemone. Just watch the fun now.”
The drama that followed made Ishaan’s jaw drop almost to his
knees. The Hermit Crab went right up to the Sea Anemone, not
afraid of its waving tentacles. It began tickling the anemone with
its many legs. The Sea Anemone, irritated by this action, climbed
onto the crab’s new shell and seemed to stay put there, as if it was a
permanent perch!
Nature Uncle slapped his knees and began to laugh. “Did you see
what that Sea Anemone did?” he shot Ishaan the rhetorical question.
“It will stay there all its life now, glued to the Hermit Crab’s shell,
getting free rides to wherever the Hermit Crab goes. And of course,
the Hermit Crab gets special protection from the Sea Anemone.
The anemone’s tentacles can sting and keep enemies away!”
16 I Ishaan’s Treasures
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“What a story, Nature Uncle!” cried Ishaan ecstatically, performing
a jig. “Thank you, thank you for showing me all this. This was better
than the Bollywood movies I used to watch on our television in my
old home.”
“You had better be off now, it’s turning dark and your father must
have returned home. We can look for more treasures tomorrow.”
Ishaan returned home with his head full of all the day’s adventures.
He could hardly contain himself, bursting to tell his father all
about it.
Ramu too was most impressed to know that the sea could hold
such interesting creatures. “I wish I too could come with you and
learn everything from Nature Uncle. But I have a job to attend to,”
he said remorsefully. “You make sure, son, that you learn as
quickly as you can, so that you can be his assistant and earn your
own pocket money.”
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Ocean Cleaners

T

he next morning Ishaan was at the beach much before his
Nature Uncle arrived. He proudly carried with him a notebook
which he had bought out of the money his father had given him.
While he waited for his guru to arrive, he sat on the sand sketching
by memory the Hermit Crabs, Squids and Sea Anemones he had seen
the day before. He even managed to label them correctly, though he
spelt the words incorrectly.
Abhijeet was greatly impressed when he saw the sketches. He fished
out from his bag a special surprise for the boy – a magnifying lens.
“You can study the very tiny sea creatures with this, Ishaan.”
Ishaan had never seen a magnifying lens before. He kept peering
at everything through the lens – the sand granules, his own skin,
his shirt – and was thrilled to bits by how different and big it all
appeared to be.
Ishaan’s Treasures I 19

“Let’s walk among the rocks,” Nature Uncle suggested. “Since the
tide has just receded there are plenty of tidal pools that hold all kinds
of weird creatures.”
Ishaan, not being able to contain his enthusiasm, sprinted like a
goat among the rocky boulders ahead of Nature Uncle with his lens
in hand, crouching every now and then to see if it would show up
something interesting. It wasn’t long before he stopped short to see
something unusual in one of the pools. His eyes turned as wide as
saucers. Standing in the middle of the pool was a long tube that had
a crown of red feathery frills, swaying gently.
“Aha, a Feather Duster!” exclaimed Nature Uncle. “It’s a tube worm.
You see how the frills keep moving about? They help to pick up tiny
food particles from the water.” Ishaan kneeled right next to the pool
and leaned over to see the Feather Duster through his lens. But lo and
behold! Within the blink of an eyelid, the crown of feathers simply
retreated into their supporting tube. “Is this some kind of magic? The
Fed-derr Duster has vanished,” Ishaan gulped.
“Ha, ha! It is extremely wary. Even a shadow can make it disappear.
Once it is sure there is no danger about, it will come out again.”
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But the tube worm refused to come out and so they decided to walk
ahead to see what was in store among the other rocks.
The walk was tricky and they had to negotiate their way very carefully.
Abhijeet had worn water-proof floaters but Ishaan preferred to move
bare feet, with his tattered sandals in the jhola he had strung over
his shoulder. While they jumped from one slippery rock to another
Abhijeet talked to Ishaan about the importance of keeping the
sea coast clean, as it was home to so many amazing creatures. He
showed Ishaan a big garbage bag which he always carried with him,
into which he dumped all the rubbish he came across on the beach.
Ishaan dutifully helped him with this, scanning the rocks with the
eyes of a hawk, making sure not even the tiniest scrap of paper or
plastic was missed out.
Suddenly, in a sandy patch among the rocks further on, the young
boy bent down reflexively to pull at what looked like some junk coconut coir, shells and some plastic twine, all entangled together.
“Don’t!” cried Nature Uncle sharply. “That is not any garbage. That is
a Decorator Tube Worm. It likes to decorate its tube with whatever it
Ishaan’s Treasures I 21

can gather from around – tiny pebbles, shells… The Decorator Worm
is the ocean’s cleaner, feeding on organic particles like sewage that
pollute the waters. Unfortunately, it has even picked up the plastic
and glued it on itself. We can’t do anything about it now.”
Ishaan felt rather upset at the sight of the Decorator Worm entangled
with plastic. But he soon cheered up when they came across a pool
with another set of worms, the Christmas Worms. Their filaments
were brilliantly coloured in shades of red, orange and pink, looking
like festive Christmas trees. Ishaan had no clue what Christmas trees
were, so Nature Uncle explained to him and showed him some pictures
on his phone of Christmas trees decorated with gifts and stars. The
boy got so carried away by this he began imagining the little fish
and other marine creatures in the sea decorating the Christmas Tube
Worms and having a party underwater.
Abruptly, Ishaan shook out of his day dream when he saw some men
in shorts and banyans and women in typical Koli style saris, tapping
away with pickaxes on the face of a large rock. “Nature Uncle, look!
Are they trying to break that rock?”
22 I Ishaan’s Treasures
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Abhijeet laughed aloud. “They are collecting oysters. Come, let’s
watch them.” The greyish-brown oysters had shells of two flaps
each. One of the flaps was stuck to the rock.
“They produce a glue that is so hard and fast, it is impossible to
separate the oyster from the rock,” explained Nature Uncle. “This
makes it easy for the fisherfolk to collect oysters. They simply have
to wait for low tide when they use their pickaxes to break open the
upper flap and scoop out the flesh from inside.”
“Will they be eating the flesh?” asked Ishaan, his curiosity greatly
aroused.
“Oyster flesh is considered as a delicacy. They will be selling most
of it in the fish market though.”
One of the older fisherwomen lent her pickaxe to Ishaan to try his
hand at ‘oyster-picking’. After a few clumsy tries (the shells felt
rather slimy) Ishaan got the hang of it. The fisherwoman even gave
him some of the Oyster flesh from her basket to take home.
“Lucky you, she seems to have acquired a soft corner for you,” teased
Nature Uncle with a wink. “But did you know that oysters too are
24 I Ishaan’s Treasures
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very important for cleaning the ocean? They constantly draw water
through a siphon-like tube to eat the phytoplankton. This means that
they take in any kind of polluted water into their body and give out
only pure water. If there is any chemical pollution in the water, it will
remain behind in the oyster’s body, thus keeping the environment
clean.”
“How amazing is that! The oyster is like a water-purifier…. Like
that magic machine Baba says his tea café has.” Ishaan had got so
spell-bound by all that he saw and heard and his guru too was so
engrossed in telling his intriguing stories that neither of them had
noticed that the tide had already begun coming in.
“Oh gosh!” Abhijeet exclaimed. “How could I have forgotten to look
out for the tide. We better hurry back or else we’ll soon be surrounded
by the sea.”
They rushed back to the shore, having to wade through waist high
water in many places. Rather exhausted, they stretched out on the
sandy shore for a while to get back their breath.
The sky had now turned golden lending a bright glow to the sea as the
sun prepared to set. Suddenly, a bhelpuriwalla appeared from behind
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them, carrying a bucketful of soiled paper plates and plastic spoons.
He was heading straight for the sea. Both Ishaan and Nature Uncle
realised what would happen next. He would dump the contents of
the bucket into the sea.
Ishaan began clenching and unclenching his fists, his face turning
red with indignation. “Hey mister!” he yelled. “You can’t dump all
your rubbish into the sea!”
“The sea isn’t just your property, you impertinent pip,” the man
retorted angrily. “It belongs to everybody. I can dump what I want.
How does it matter if a little bit of garbage went into it?”
Abhijeet decided to take over matters. He stepped forward with a
broad smile on his face and in a very amiable manner told the man:
“Mister, the boy is right. Please don’t dump all that into the sea.
Don’t you know, there are beautiful creatures living in there and they
could all die with the pollution?”
He took out his phone and showed the bhelpuriwalla a few pictures of
some of the sea beauties. “The sea is their world; we can’t destroy it.
If everybody keeps dumping like you, surely the sea will get choked
Ishaan’s Treasures I 27
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one day and the same garbage will spill over onto the land. There
won’t be any beach left and no one will come to buy your bhelpuri.”
The bhelpuriwalla looked disgruntled. He did not like being told
what was right and what was wrong, especially by such a young boy
as Ishaan. Muttering and grumbling under his breath, he made an
about turn and headed for the garbage bin some distance away.
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The Rescue

O

ne afternoon Ishaan and Nature Uncle were shocked to see
a crowd gathered where the sea met the shore. The people
seemed to be excited about something, waving their arms wildly and
talking all at once, raising a hue and cry. Among them, standing out
prominently was a red turbaned man - the bhelpuriwalla. In fact, he
seemed to be the most excited, his turban bobbing up and down as
if he was performing some kind of tribal dance. They went closer
and realised what was causing all the brouhaha. A dolphin had got
washed ashore. The five feet long mammal was still alive, but she
was thrashing her flukes about and had her mouth open all the while,
as if choking on something.
“Let’s together pick her up and drop her back into the sea,” said
someone.
“But don’t you see?” said another in the crowd. “Something is ailing
her. We need to call up someone from the wildlife department to
30 I Ishaan’s Treasures
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treat her and only with their expert help can we return her to the
sea. Does anybody have the number of the Mangrove Cell of the
Forest Department?”
Some of the bystanders began fumbling with their phones. In the
meantime, the dolphin began wriggling and thrashing her flukes
even more vigorously.
“Arre, I tell you, she has swallowed something,” said the
bhelpuriwalla, his excitement now at its zenith. “We need to act fast.
She may not even last till someone from the wildlife department
arrives. I shall try and remove whatever is choking her.” So saying,
the bhelpuriwalla shot his hand straight into the dolphin’s throat.
Everybody looked on with bated breath. “I have got it!” he exclaimed
after a few seconds, now sliding his hand gently and slowly out of
the patient’s throat. To the amazement of all the onlookers, it was a
plastic bag.
Everybody in the crowd except the bhelpuriwalla, Abhijeet and
Ishaan, voiced their indignation.
“What a shame!” one of the men cried. “Whoever could have been
so thoughtless as to throw plastic garbage into the sea?”
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The dolphin seemed to be greatly relieved. It even began whistling,
as if in gratitude. But the bhelpuriwalla looked very guilty and did
not utter another word. Only Ishaan and Nature Uncle knew the
secret reason for this.
Among loud cheers and applause, the dolphin was carried back to
her watery world where she soon vanished among the waves.
The crowd dispersed, but the bhelpuriwalla stood for some time
gazing out at sea.
“Goodbye, dear dolphin, take care,
Thank goodness your life was spared.”
At last, he turned to Ishaan and Abhijeet with a sheepish look. He had
learnt his lesson. The dolphin incident had made him a transformed
human being.
By and by, in the days that followed, the bhelpuriwalla bonded very
well with the two nature enthusiasts. He would often give each of
them a plateful of bhel for free. While the two of them would sit
next to his stall gorging on the delicious bhel, Nature Uncle would
Ishaan’s Treasures I 33
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relate his stories about the many marine creatures. The bhelpuriwalla
too would listen, spellbound. He was overjoyed when one day
Ishaan presented him with some beautiful hand-painted posters of
Christmas Worms, Hermit Crabs and Sea Anemones to put up on his
stall. “These will attract more customers,” he said beamingly. “And I
will tell them the stories about Hermit Crabs, Sea Anemones and all
the other sea creatures.”

Help, help! What if you came across a stranded marine animal like
the dolphin here in this story? You could call on toll-free number of
Maharashtra Forest Department ‘Hello Forest’ on 1926 OR Mangrove
Cell on 022-22694984/85
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To the Mangroves

O

ne day Nature Uncle decided to take Ishaan to the mangroves
at Juhu-Koliwada. It was quite some distance away, a long
walk along the sea coast. That meant many new findings and some
exciting adventures. Ishaan was full of expectations.
While they were passing a fairly big tidal pool Ishaan’s ears pricked
up. Strange sounds: ‘POP! POP! POP!’ coming from within the
water. Nature Uncle looked at his puzzled face and chuckled, while
his thick beard began to swing, as if it had a life of its own. “There
is a shoot-out in that pool,” he declared, his eyes twinkling with
amusement. Ishaan looked even more puzzled.
“You mean the fish are shooting each other?” he asked. “Dhishoom!
Dhishoom! Why are they doing that?”
“These little terrorists are sounding their warning, asserting their
territories to any trespassers.” They went closer to the pool and
36 I Ishaan’s Treasures
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Nature Uncle used his dipping net to scoop up some tiny shrimps.
“They are the Pistol Shrimps. Do you see that one of their claws
looks bigger and different from the other? That is because it has a
special structure to make sounds like gunshots.”
Ishaan took out his magnifying lens to study the shrimp’s special
claw. His mind began to wander. He imagined an army of shrimps
shooting underwater at the other creatures, frightening them away.
“Did you know that while using their claws to shoot they also produce
heat that forms air bubbles? These bubbles are so hot that they can
even kill some of the tiny delicate fish. So, all is not hunky dory in
the sea. It has its bout of terror too.” Ishaan’s jaw dropped, super
perplexed.
As they walked further, they came across a fisherman sorting out
the day’s catch in his net. There was, amongst all the other fish,
an octopus. He was about to toss it back into the water as it would
be of no use to him. But the eight-armed creature had used the
strong suckers on its tentacles to wrap itself tenaciously around the
fisherman’s arm. It was only when he lowered his hand into a nearby
pool that it disentangled itself.
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“The octopus’ attention has been drawn by that crab,” pointed Nature
Uncle. “Just watch.”
Ishaan was stunned by what he saw. Sure enough, the octopus caught
the crab in its vice-like grip, sealing its fate. Using the strong suckers
on two of its tentacles, it prised open the shell of the crab. After
having pulled off the top carapace or shell, it used a third arm to feed
on the soft flesh within.
Seeing how interested Ishaan and Abhijeet were, the fisherman called
them over to show something else that he had accidentally caught in
his net. It was a bright red Sea Star. Ishaan carried the five-armed
Sea Star to the same pool and lowered it in the water. It skimmed
over the pool’s bottom using the hundreds of tiny tube feet on its
lower surface as if looking for something to eat. Then to its good
luck there came along an unwary snail.
“Uh-oh! The snail may become its meal, just watch!” said Nature
Uncle. True enough, the Sea Star shot out something long and black
from its mouth which was right at the centre of its body.
“What’s that yucky black thing?” asked Ishaan.
Ishaan’s Treasures I 39
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“Believe it or not, that ‘yucky black thing’ is the Sea Star’s stomach.
The stomach wended its way into the snail’s shell, as if it had a life of
its own. Ishaan’s jaw kept falling lower and lower as he watched the
stomach digest the snail’s flesh and then go back into the Sea Star’s
body the way it had come out, through its mouth.
Having left behind the octopus and Sea Star, the two of them walked
on, eager to reach the mangroves.
“Huh? Trees growing in water, Nature Uncle?” Ishaan blurted, on
reaching their destination. “Won’t they rot in the water?”
“These are very special trees, the mangroves. They are very
well adapted to growing on the part of the seacoast where water
moves between high tide and low tide, the intertidal zone. Their
wood never rots.”
“But someone has put brown spikes all around the trees. As if a kind
of security fence. What’s so special about them that they don’t want
anyone to go too close to them? Are those trees sharing some kind of
secret they don’t want us to know?”
Ishaan’s Treasures I 41

“Ha, ha, ha!” Nature Uncle laughed aloud at Ishaan’s naivety. “That is
not any security fence. Those, the pneumatophores, are the breathing
roots of the Grey Mangrove trees. Since the mud is always waterlogged here, they grow upwards to breathe air. Some of the trees you
may notice have roots arching outwards from the tree trunks. Those
are the stilt roots of the Red Mangroves. They make sure the trees
are properly anchored and do not fall over with the constant back
and forth movement of the waves.”
“But – those pneu-whatever roots growing upwards seem to be
forming a bed of spikes. Like the one Yogesh Mama, the old yogi
used to sleep on, in my village. I just don’t know how he could ever
manage to. Walking through those roots would be so difficult, leave
alone sleeping on them,” observed Ishaan.
“Yes, even the big fish find it difficult to swim there,” concurred
Nature Uncle. That is why smaller fish and other creatures find it
safe and secure to live among the roots of the mangroves…..” Nature
Uncle realised suddenly that he was talking to himself. Ishaan wasn’t
listening. The boy seemed to have frozen with his mouth wide open
and eyes as wide as frisbees. He was gazing at scores of red crabs
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who were, strangely enough, waving with their right claws. These
claws that they used to wave were much larger than their left claws,
as if they had worn boxing gloves on them.
“Why are they waving at us? Are they actually welcoming us?”
Ishaan dared to whisper and lifting his hand, he began to wave back.
Abhijeet burst into guffaws of laughter when he saw Ishaan’s comical
reaction. “They are the male Fiddler Crabs. They are not welcoming
us, they are waving to the females among them, trying to win them
over as partners.” Sure enough, there was a bunch of red crabs all
huddled together on a rock that had both claws of equal size. The
waving male crabs were marching towards them. At the meeting
point, some of the crabs suddenly got very agitated. The male Fiddler
Crabs began fighting with each other, using their enlarged claws as
a weapon now.
“They are fighting over the females,” explained Nature Uncle.
“Come on Gopi, give a hard punch to Tinku!” Ishaan cried out,
giving his own names to the crabs and jumping up and down in
excitement. And then, when the battle got even more fierce, there
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were casualties. “Some of them have broken their claws,” the boy
commented ruefully.
“That does not matter. They will soon grow new claws once again,”
Nature Uncle consoled him.
Leaving the Fiddler Crabs to settle their disputes, Ishaan and his
Nature guru walked closer towards the mangroves. Ishaan noticed
that the soft slushy ground was pock-marked with holes everywhere.
He put his eye to one of the holes, curious to see what was inside.
Out jumped something, startling him so much that he fell over
backwards. And then more and more of them hopped out, like rabbits
from a magician’s hat. They were surrounded by these tadpole-like
creatures who, bewildered by Ishaan and Abhijeet walking around
their homes, reacted by leaping, skipping, even somersaulting.
Gradually, they got used to their presence and were less fidgety.
They stared at the two intruders in their home ground out of large
protruding eyes, located on top of their heads. What made them look
further comical were their jowls which bulged like two small inflated
balloons.
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“Mudskippers!” Nature Uncle exclaimed. “They are fish that can
live for some time on land too.”
“Their cheeks are so puffed up, as if they have stuffed their mouths
with lots of food,” remarked Ishaan.
“That is because they have filled up their jowls with water so that
their gills inside do not dry up. And can you guess what many of
the males among them must have been doing in their tunnel-like
burrows? They were blowing air over their eggs to oxygenate them.”
“Is it that the eggs face the same problem as the mangrove tree
roots? Do they also find it difficult to breathe since the mud is
water-logged?” asked Ishaan brightly.
“Aha! That is clever of you. But aren’t the Mudskippers clever too?”
As if to demonstrate to them what Nature Uncle had just described,
one of the Mudskippers stood near the entrance to a burrow and
opening and closing its mouth, gulped in air. He then disappeared
into the burrow to blow oxygen on his babies.
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“How amazing!” was all that Ishaan could say. He tried mimicking
the Mudskipper by puffing up his own cheeks and blowing inside the
fish’s burrow.
Abhijeet led Ishaan to the very swampy area where the mangrove
trees stood just to give him the feel of walking among the mangroves.
Of course, they had to walk with great care to avoid tripping over
the spiky pencil-like pneumatophores and stilt roots. Tiny crabs
skittered here and there, disturbed by the two of them walking over
their burrows. After having had their fill of taking in all that the
mangroves had to reveal, the two of them walked all the way back
to their usual part of the beach. There, next to the bhelpuriwalla’s
stall, Ishaan flopped on the sand and related to the man their day’s
sightings and adventures until the sun began to set and they had to
head home.
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Treasures Underwater

“W

ould you like to accompany me on a trip to another coastal
area over the weekend?” Nature Uncle asked Ishaan before
they parted at the end of their day spent among the mangroves.
“The sea there is very clean, crystal clear. We can see a lot more
treasures there.”
“Yes, of course!” replied Ishaan, quite certain that this new place
would have lots more magical adventures. He began jumping with
joy and all his tiredness of the day melted away in a flash.
“Only if your father agrees to it, of course.”
“He will, he will!” Ishaan yelled. “He wants me to learn as much as
possible about the magical sea creatures from you.”
“But mind you, it’s going to be a long ride by bus. We will have to
stay there in a hotel overnight. You had better get along a change
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of clothes. So, see you tomorrow on the main road by seven in the
morning. There is a big surprise awaiting you.”
Ishaan could hardly sleep that night. What was the big surprise
going to be? What was this new beach going to be like? Hundreds of
questions crossed his mind.
He was up with the lark next morning and waiting at the main road,
much before the agreed time of seven o’clock, with his jhola of
clothes. Indeed, the bus ride seemed endless. It was already evening
by the time they reached their destination. Too late to go to the beach.
At the hotel Nature Uncle announced, “Now here comes the special
surprise. Aabra-ka-daabra!” And like a magician he fished out from
his bag a pair of snorkels! Be prepared for a new adventure tomorrow
morning, Ishaan.”
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Before the two of them went to bed, Abhijeet explained to Ishaan
how he should use the snorkels to be able to go underwater inside
the marine world.
Ishaan wondered whether it was all a dream when, wearing the
snorkels, off they went next morning to explore the treasures
underwater. The boy could only gaze at everything with awe. It was
a world he had never imagined even in the wildest of his dreams.
Of course, they could not talk to each other under water, but Nature
Uncle would tell him everything about these strange creatures later,
once they surfaced.
The mangrove roots and rocks were covered with colonies of sponges
of an array of colours – red, purple, pink, yellow… Small fish swam
in and out of the maze of labyrinths formed among the mangrove
roots. Here and there they came across spiny, globular animals, the
Sea Urchins. Nature Uncle signalled Ishaan not to touch them as
their spines could cause painful stings. To Ishaan’s great amusement,
one of the purple Sea Urchins seemed to be nibbling upon the
sponges using a beak-like structure. Another red Sea Urchin was
scraping off algae from a rock and making a meal of it. Even while

Ish
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he was watching, there came along a crab from behind the same rock
and grabbed the unwary Sea Urchin. The spiny creature was
doomed. The crab ripped it open using its pincer-like claws and made
a meal of it.
Ishaan came to know later on from Nature Uncle that the Sea Urchin’s
weird beak is called Aristotle’s lantern. “Long, long ago,” explained
Nature Uncle, “there was a very wise man called Aristotle. Upon
studying the Sea Urchin, he thought it looked like the lantern that
was used in those days. You must realise there was no electricity way
back then. So, people burnt candles for light. The candle lantern in
Aristotle’s time had thin slices of horn all around which were used
as panes and prevented the wind from blowing the candle out. The
Sea Urchin too has teeth-like plates just like those horn panes. It uses
them to scrape off algae from rocks and sometimes even to scoop out
a hiding place for itself.” Ishaan’s imagination began to flow like a
river and he visualised an old man with a flowing beard holding a
horn lantern in one hand and a jar of water that had a Sea Urchin in
the other hand.
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What simply swept Ishaan’s breath away were the coral colonies.
Not only was he flummoxed by their many colours, but also by their
many shapes. “Some of them that spread outward were the Sea Fans,”
Nature Uncle told him. “Elsewhere in the other seas of the world there
are corals that also look like the antlers of deer. They are the Staghorn
Corals. What you saw resembling a large walnut or the human brain
were the Brain Corals or even False Pillow Corals. Still others which
looked like the fingers of a man lying inside the seabed have the
gruesome name ‘Dead Man’s Fingers’.” Ishaan’s eyes grew wider and
wider until they looked like tennis balls. But his fascination for the
underwater escalated even more when his guru told him the story of the
corals a couple of days later, while they sat by the bhelpuriwalla’s stall.
This story turned out to be as intriguing as their appearance was
breath-taking.
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“What you saw as corals is actually their outer skeleton made
of calcium carbonate which they draw from the sea,” began
Nature Uncle. “Inside these skeletons are thousands of tiny creatures
called polyps. It is these polyps that make up the coral colony. And
you’ll be surprised to know that the polyps harbour microscopic
algae inside them.”
“Can I take my magnifying lens underwater next time to have a look
at the algae?” Ishaan asked.
“The algae are so small that you can only see them under a
microscope,” his guru told him. “The algae use the sun’s energy to
make their food which also helps the polyps. It is these algae that
impart the various colours to the corals. During the day the polyps
sleep, but at night they shoot out their tentacles to draw food from
the water. It becomes a strange sight, with all the tentacles appearing
like a coat of rippling fur on the corals.
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On one particular night of the year, you may be lucky enough to
watch the corals spawning if you happen to be underwater at that
time. The thousands of polyps send out sperms and eggs of various
colours. It is like a firework show. Once the eggs get fertilised by
the sperms, new polyps are born. The baby polyps settle down on
some surface and begin to form their outer skeletons by drawing
calcium carbonate from the water. This is the beginning of a new
coral colony. If there happens to be a sunken ship deep down there,
then the shipwreck too gets overgrown with corals.”
Ishaan found all this so interesting that he sat bolt upright and began
to sketch in his notebook a shipwreck covered by corals while Nature
Uncle was talking. It looked like a scene from a movie.
“And now something more thrilling,” continued Ishaan’s Nature
guru. “The corals have a grim side to their lives too. Sometimes
one colony of corals wages a silent and merciless war upon another
colony. Through their mouths they shoot out long filaments that
extend to their enemies and simply digest their tissues. These slow
attacks continue for a long time until at the crack of dawn truce
is declared. The filaments are withdrawn. The only signs of there
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having been a cold-blooded war are the patches of dead coral.”
“Why do corals wage war upon each other?” Ishaan asked, sounding
puzzled. “Why can’t they live in harmony with each other?”
“It is probably nature’s way of controlling the coral populations.”
“What is the magic in the mangroves that they harbour so much
life?” Ishaan asked, looking very thoughtful.
“The magic is that mangroves are amazing plants, being able to
withstand such harsh conditions as having to grow in water-logged
soil, surrounded by saline water which is constantly moving with
the tides. But wherever they grow, their dense entanglement of roots
slow down the wave movement. So, they form a haven for many
marine animals. Besides, mangroves are the soldiers of the shores,
safeguarding the land during storms and gales by breaking the force
of the winds and waves.”
“So, we had visited a coastal army?” asked the ever-curious Ishaan.
“What would Mumbai and all other such places next to the coast do
without the mangroves?”
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That night Ishaan had a strange dream. Several mangrove trees
that had faces and looked like the soldiers he had seen in a
Bollywood movie once when he was living in his countryside
home, were preparing for war. They tried to march ahead to fight
the cyclonic winds which began to blow with great force and the
angry black waves that rose higher and higher, heading straight
for them. But the mangrove soldiers just couldn’t move. They were
held hard and fast by the swampy mud and by their stilt roots. In
spite of this disadvantage, they fought back the best they could and
managed to overpower the waves and winds. The creatures living
among the mangroves, the sponges, fish and corals were extremely
grateful to the mangroves for having shielded them from the vagaries
of the storm.
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“You are our true heroes!” Ishaan shouted in his sleep. Ramu, his
father, shook him awake. “You seem to be having a wild dream,
Ishaan,” he told his son. “It is almost morning now. Sit up, sleepy
head, I have something to tell you.”
“What is it Baba?” Ishaan asked, rubbing the blurriness of sleep from
his eyes.
“I have at last managed to save enough money to send you to school
once again,” his father spoke with great pride. “You need to get a
good education like all the other children of your age. In fact, I met
the principal of Gurukool School for Scholars yesterday and he was
kind enough to offer some concession in the fees.”
Ishaan felt as though his world had collapsed like a soap bubble
burst with a pin. “School? But Baba,” Ishaan pleaded, “what about
the seashore where I get to learn so much from Nature Uncle?”
“You can spend the weekends with Nature Uncle and attend school
during the week. I can’t let you grow up being an illiterate lollygag.”
“Please, Baba, I am learning a lot from Nature Uncle anyway. Why
don’t you let me learn some more? No school is going to teach me
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all that Nature Uncle does, about those fascinating creatures in the
sea. I want to grow up to be a marine scientist.” Then, seeing the
disappointment in his father’s eyes, he consoled, “I will go to school
sometime in the future, Baba, but for now, please let the beach be my
school and Nature Uncle my guru.”
Ramu saw the earnestness in his son’s eyes and relented.
“Very well, I shall talk to the school principal once again and tell him
that you will be joining later. Next year perhaps?”
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The Great Upheaval

N

eedless to say, having spent so much time at the beach with
Nature Uncle, Ishaan had learnt a good deal about marine life
and felt very important conducting marine walks along with him.
The passion with which he pointed to the sea animals and explained
about them was infectious and many people, both young and old, got
hooked on. Many of the youngsters became his fans and there were
others who became friends for life.
Abhijeet even taught Ishaan to read and write whenever he could
spare the time, to make up for Ishaan’s lack of formal education in
a school ever since the boy had migrated to Mumbai. Thus, the days
passed and both Ishaan and his father fell into the daily rhythm of
their lives, the boy spending his waking hours at the seashore and
his father at the tea café, serving all kinds of customers with hot,
steaming cups of tea and snacks, with a permanent cheery smile on
his face.
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One day Nature Uncle had some unexpected news for Ishaan.
“I have been called by the government to do a survey on the other
coasts of our country,” he told the boy. “I’ll be away for some
time. You can conduct the marine walks by yourself in my absence
and keep exploring the shore in your spare time. There is so much
yet in store.”
And so it was that Ishaan earned a lot of appreciation from people
while doing the walks in Nature Uncle’s absence. But after some
days, he realised that just appreciation and praise was not really what
he was longing for. It was the sea that beckoned him. He would gaze
at the vast expanse of water while the frothy waves played around his
feet and wonder what kind of world was out there in its far depths.
He wanted desperately to learn more about the marine world, not
just confine himself to the seashore. Only Nature Uncle would help
him achieve this. He would help him to learn SCUBA diving. Then
he could even go deep sea exploring. How he missed his Nature
guru. But weeks passed by and there was no sign of Nature Uncle.
Neither Ishaan nor his father had ever thought of buying a mobile
phone for themselves and so the boy had not bothered to find out
what his guru’s phone number was.
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One evening after he had completed his marine walk, he sat on the
wet sand watching the waves coming in like an invading army as
the tide had begun to rise. The sun was moving lower towards the
horizon, painting the sea with touches of gold. The wind whispered
sweet nothings in his ears but in spite of all this he was feeling
restless and rather pensive. A seagull that had been circling over his
head, perhaps searching for its last meal of the day, landed next to
him. It looked directly into Ishaan’s face as if it wanted to carry on a
conversation with him.
“Why don’t you go find Nature Uncle for me,” Ishaan told the bird.
“Tell him, wherever he is, that I miss him.” The gull flapped its wings
and flew away as if it had understood Ishaan’s words and was off to
convey his message to Nature Uncle.
A short distance away, his friend, the bhelpuriwalla was closing his
stall and preparing to leave. Ishaan ran up to him and poured out his
heart to him; told him what he longed to do - to learn about every
creature that lived in the ocean.
“I wish heartily that Nature Uncle comes back soon and teaches me
SCUBA diving so that together we can explore the depths of the
oceans,” he confided in the bhelpuriwalla.
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“That’s exactly what I plan to do, Ishaan,” spoke a deep voice behind
him. Both boy and bhelpuriwalla jumped out of their skins. The voice
came from none other than Nature Uncle!
“At last you have returned! What took you so long?” cried Ishaan,
half-scolding, choking back the tears.
“Well,” said Nature Uncle, “I have good news. I have been assigned
by the government to study and document the marine life in and
around all the sea coasts of our country. That includes the Andaman,
Lakshadweep and Nicobar Islands too. I need an assistant to do this
important work and who better than you, my young friend Ishaan? I
have sought permission for you to accompany me on this mission.”
“Yippee!” Ishaan was over the moon. His eyes began dancing with
delight, his feet seemed to have turned into springs, making him
jump up and down and his fists waved about above his head with
extreme euphoria. “Are you really going to teach me SCUBA diving?
Are you really going to take me to the other shores and to the deep
seas?” Ishaan bombarded his Nature Uncle with questions. Above
their heads, the same seagull flew in circles, screaming away as if it
was also revelling in Ishaan’s exuberance.
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After that, there was no looking back for Ishaan. Together with
Nature Uncle, he explored new horizons. He even discovered new
species. He drew numerous illustrations of sea life, and wrote books.
The two of them helped the government set up Seashore Protection
Forces, involving the local communities wherever they went to keep
a watchful eye and ensure there was no pollution, no overfishing and
no poaching of marine life.
The icing on the cake was when they opened their own Marine
Biodiversity Centre to educate the masses and spread the word about
the marine treasures. Ramu, Ishaan’s father, is now the proud owner
of his very own cafeteria at this Centre. And of course, whenever
Ishaan and Nature Uncle are in Mumbai, they make it a point to
spend time with their dear friend the bhelpuriwalla, relating to him
all about their latest discoveries.
The sea coast, you will agree, never ceases to fascinate, it is ever full
of surprises.
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Strange as it may seem !
The Sea Cucumber is not a vegetable at
all, it is a brownish animal that looks
like a sausage and lives in the sea.
Pick it up and a stream of water
squirts from one end. When facing
its enemies, it contracts its body at
one end squeezing out white, red
or pink tubules that dart about and
get longer and longer. These threads
then wrap around their enemies – crabs
or lobsters – which become immobile while the
Sea Cucumber nonchalantly crawls away to safety.
We all know that the Octopus has eight
tentacles. But did you know that
when under stress, it may chew
up its arms? It really doesn’t
matter to the octopus as these
arms or tentacles regrow in
just a few weeks.
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The Dorid Slug, a nudibranch,
may be considered as the beauty
queen of the sea. They have the
most spectacular shapes and the
most gorgeous colours. They
acquire these colours by feeding
on sponges and corals.
The sea slug Cratena too is very
colourful and pretty and has
projections on its back that
look like little fingers. But
the remarkable thing is that
it carries deadly weapons
in the form of stinging cells
inside specialised sacs to fight
off enemies. And these stinging
cells are not its own. They are the
borrowed stinging cells of hydroids upon
which they feed.
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The Porcelain Crab is not really
a crab. Then what is it? Indeed,
it looks like a flattened crab
when seen head-on, with its
large pair of claws and walks
sideways too, just like a crab. But
it has the features of a lobster too.
It has a pair of long feelers just like
lobsters. Moreover, when you look at its rear
end, you’ll see that it has the elongated body of a lobster, with its
tail end folded and tucked under. Perhaps it is a lobster evolving into
a crab. The Porcelain Crab is extremely fragile. When it gets into
fights, its shell can easily get smashed, just like porcelain.
The Clown Fish are the only marine
creatures that dare to live in close
proximity to the deadly Sea
Anemones as the latter do not
sting them with the stinging cells
on their tentacles like they do
to other creatures. In fact, there
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is symbiotic relationship between the two. The Clown Fish find it
most safe to live among the Sea Anemone’s tentacles and in return
provide nutrients to the Sea Anemone in the form of their waste.
The Mantis Shrimp may be considered as
a wolf in sheep’s clothing. Its multiple
hues make it look gorgeous. But
it can injure your fingers if you
try to handle it. For this reason,
it is also notoriously called
‘Thumb-splitter’. As quick as
lightning, it can give powerful
blows to its enemies such as
octopuses, dismembering them
such that their tentacles break off
and go flying in different directions.

Photograph credits to Sachin Rane
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Can You Guess Who?
1.

Its worst enemies are squids and cuttle fish

2.

It is an extremely wary animal, going into hiding even if a
shadow falls on it.

3.

It disguises itself by gluing on little pebbles, shells, whatever it
finds, on itself.

4.

Colonies of this sea animal often wage war upon each other at
night.

5.

They look like flowers in the sea.

6.

Fishes that spend much of their time on land.

7.

They appear to play the fiddle from time to time.

8.

They have roots that look like stilts.

9.

They are the culprits of shoot-outs in the sea.

10. Playful mammals in the sea that like to whistle.
Answers on the next page
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Here are the Answers

Pistol Shrimps

9)

Mangroves

8)

Male Fiddler Crabs

7)

Mudskippers

6)

Sea Anemones

5)

Corals

4)

Decorator Worms

3)

Feather Dusters

2)

Hermit Crabs

1)

10) Dolphins

About Mangrove Cell and Mangrove Foundation
The Mangrove Cell was constituted by the Government of Maharashtra
in the year 2012 in the wake of serious public concerns about mangrove
loss in the state, particularly in Mumbai and surrounding areas. Further,
the work of Mangrove Cell was strengthened by the establishment of
the “Mangrove and Marine Biodiversity Conservation Foundation
of Maharashtra” (Mangrove Foundation, in short) in the year 2015
for the protection, conservation of the biodiversity in coastal areas
of the state and to promote sustainable livelihood activities which
involves coastal communitues. The Foundation is registered under
the Societies Registration Act, 1860.
Mangroves on government land are protected as ‘Reserved Forest’ as
per the order of High court given in 2013. Today, about 167 square
kilometres of mangroves on government land spread across seven
coastal districts in Maharashtra are notified as ‘Reserved Forests’
under section 4.
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The work of Mangrove Cell and Mangrove Foundation involves
activities of Mangrove restoration, Sustainable livelihood practices
for conservation of mangroves involving local communities,
demarcation of mangrove areas, awareness programs helping in
generating the symbiotic relationship and harmony of humans with
nature and many more. At present several mangrove restorations and
livelihood activities like mud crab farming, oyster farming, fish cage
culture, ecotourism etc. are executed by the Mangrove Foundation
under the Mangrove Conservation and Livelihood Generation Scheme
of Maharashtra Government. The tangible benefits derived by local
communities from several livelihoods and marine conservation
programmes will sow the seeds of community-led conservation of
the mangrove and marine ecosystems.
Facebook - facebook.com/Mangrove.Foundation.Maharashtra
Instagram - instagram.com/mangrove_foundation
Twitter - twitter.com/MangroveForest
Youtube - youtube.com/c/MangroveFoundationMaharashtra
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Coastal and Marine Biodiversity Centre, Airoli
The Coastal and Marine Biodiversity Centre is a state-of-the-art nature
interpretation centre, developed with an aim to generate awareness
among the visitors and the general public regarding the significance
of the coastal and marine habitat and biodiversity it supports.
Coastal and Marine Biodiversity Centre is the Gateway to the Thane
Creek Flamingo Sanctuary and hosts a variety of activities including
flamingo boat safari, nature trails, Mangrove Boardwalk and much
more. The interactive touch screens, informative panels, dioramas,
AV room etc, provides an immersive experience to the visitors while
learning about the biodiversity at the same time.

Location of Coastal & Marine Biodiversity Centre
Diva Jetty, opposite DAV Public School, Airoli, Navi Mumbai,
Maharashtra 400708
Map: https://maps.app.goo.gl/Q2s74sJBq5XCZwqy5
Website: mangroves.maharashtra.gov.in
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Coastal and Marine Biodiversity Centre, Airoli
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Katie Bagli is a well-loved, award-winning children’s author with
several publications to her credit. Nearly all of her books revolve
around Nature, a passion close to her heart. When inter-acting with
children, Katie turns into a child at heart. Story-telling, conducting
workshops on out-of-the-box creative writing, managing a nature
club and taking nature trails are a few of the various activities she
indulges in, with enthusiasm and zest. The pandemic-affected
lockdown did not deter her from conducting a live online nature
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About the illustrator
Chetan Sharma has been an Animator, Filmmaker, Writer,
Designer, Voice Artist, Illustrator, Singer, Founder-Director of
Animagic India over 20 years! Recipient of the National Award for
Best Animator among several other international awards, his award
winning work includes making 2 animated features, 6 short films
(including one on mangroves!), a truckload of commercials, over a
dozen children’s books, and adoring his 7 doggie pals!! Watch the
films at their youtube channel : animagicindia
www.animagic.in
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